HANDICAPER’S SELECTIONS - Les
Thursday, June 13 (6:30 PM Post Time)
Race 1 1-3-4
Dasani Seelster Should be able to set up shop on the front end much easier
than she did last time and that might be all she needs to dispose of her
maiden status.
Emilys Angel She's been holding her own on the stakes circuit and had a bit
of bad luck in her latest. Dropping into a conditioned class for the first time
this year makes her a top contender.
Girl With Attitude She's charted in 2:00 or very close to it in most of her
starts lately and if she goes there again tonight she's a solid tri candidate.
Race 2 2-1-4
Richsnortherndream Lost all hope with the break last time but in the two
starts prior to that he was very good, especially the way he kicked home. He'll
be looking to redeem himself tonight.
Westview Sue She's sitting on back to back seconds and continues to drop
her times steadily. Getting rail control just adds to her appeal.
Majian Gilroy He had a solid albeit unspectacular stakes career and now
begins life as an aged trotter after a pretty good qualifier given the track
rating. He's worth considering.
Race 3 4-1-2
Woodmere Rio Exits stakes competition for a conditioned class and gets the
best post she's had in a month. Her dangerous late kick is a big plus in a short
field so we'll treat her as the one to beat.
Shadownthetwilight She'll either cut this one or sit and stalk all the way and
no matter which of these strategies is employed she's a force to be reckoned
with.
Unapologetically The top fillies have proven to be too much for her but
she's a top three finisher every time out when facing opposition comparable
to this. We'll look for the trend to continue.
Race 4 3-1-7
Gettin Messi After that disaster in his sophomore debut he's taken it up a
notch with a couple of wins that had they been fights, they would have been
stopped. Big shot at a threepeat.
Labero Started here last week as an unknown but it certainly didn't take him
long to make an impression. Loses Marc for this one but we'll take Dave as a
replacement any day of the week . Beware.
Mile Hill Willie His winning streak was halted last week but it was still a big
time effort after being off for over seven months. The outside draw is the only
real knock against him.
Most probable Gettin Messi
Race 5 4-6-7
Miramonttogo He doesn't have blazing gate speed but he might just have
enough to make the front and that might be all that's needed against a camera
shy field like this.
J J Antonio He's done nothing so far since the meet opened so maybe the
outside post and driver change can put him on the ticket but we're certainly
not brimming with confidence.
C J Bluefin He shows a couple of thirds at a level up from this and while he
has another tough post to contend with, a bit of racing luck could see him
add another one to that total.
Race 6 1-6-7
Buckaroo Went to Ontario to try his luck but after a few starts there he was
looking for his mother. Back to where he's enjoyed lots of success, a good
qualifier under his belt and gets the rail which could be the deciding factor.
Star Photo Won his local debut when Jason basically stole it, something
that's not likely to happen tonight with a full field and an outside post. That
being said, he'll still give them all they can handle.
Freddie Draws outside and he's looked a little steppy on occasion this year
but he's still Freddie and the name alone makes him deserving of respect.
Value play
Buckaroo

Race 7 7-2-4
Hurricane Hill The seven hole might curb your enthusiasm but it could be
offset by facing the easiest opposition she has all year. We'll give her a slight
edge and keep our fingers crossed for some racing luck.
Kant Katch Kaiden You gotta like the way she's been finishing her miles but
the trick is to be close enough to exploit that good late burst. Some live flow
and a cover trip to bring her into it late increases her chances big time.
HP Rubis Joyce Couldn't deliver as the chalk last week but it was still a good
effort in her first start off the bench. Since she'll be a little tighter tonight she's
possible tri material.
Longshot play Mach An Angel
Race 8 5-4-2
One Hot Camshaft She was a bang up second last time out to one of the
major players on the open mare circuit last year and she did it out of the
seven hole. Off that performance and with a slightly better post to work from
she could be the one to knock off.
Outrageous Spirit She was a non factor in her latest after landing out on the
fence but looks what happens when she gets away handy the front, a scenario
that looks quite possible tonight. She'll make her presence felt.
Miss Sangria She's hit the board in two of her last three at this level and the
one she missed, she wasn't that far off. She's a legitimate contender.
Race 9 1-3-2
Good Luck Kathy Still sporting a goose egg in the win column but she
drops and draws the rail for this one and that's often a recipe for success. If
Earl can coax the best out of her she could get it all.
Cougar Gal Hasn't looked totally out of place against some pretty good ones
so with her dropping a notch today and getting a post that could have her on
or near the lead she's a major danger.
Selfie She tends to lag a bit at the start but the two hole could allow her
to get away a little closer to the leaders and if she whips off one of those 28
second final panels she could be part of the equation.
Race 10 6-1-2
ER Quinn Got as close as third last week before packing it in and you
know the eight hole was a contributing factor. Since the improved post
could provide a much better beginning tonight we could see a return to his
Thursday night dominance.
Likely To Win His good late kick coupled with rail control is a dangerous
combination and with the trip he's likely in line for from here, he'd be pretty
hard to leave out.
Three Truths Had some step last week just no room to stretch his legs until
it was too late. With nothing but closing panels in 28 seconds you gotta think
he'll have some say in the outcome from this ideal post.
Race 11 7-4-3
Tell Me Why She's a rallying threat that will be coming from off the pace
after drawing out here so if Corey can get her into some live flow, she could
be worth a shot and the price might make the risk worthwhile.
Julep Hanover She was three wide into the first turn then first up before the
half last week and still got home in 29 and change. Off a performance like that
you gotta think a smoother journey puts her right in the thick of it.
Elm Grove Misty She showed a couple of starts back she's got the versatility
to handle any style so from this post she might get away handy the front
which increases her chances of exploiting that dangerous late kick.

